
                  Here are some of our favorite Dänay Photography™ Prints

“When I consider an image for the hospital environment, I am thinking
about the viewer being able to place himself in the photo and be touched
in some way by the content of the photo.  It could be the feeling of being
in the photo, or an appreciation for the beauty we are privileged to experience. 
It could be as simple as how the lighting creates magic to something ordinary.
Whatever it is, it is real - both to me as the photographer and to the viewer.
We all need moments where we touch our deeper selves in a way that makes
us feel whole - especially in a healthcare environment.”       

Dänay



 DPH-108 Green Snake DPH-112 Palm Frond

 DPH-113 Plumeria

     Dänay Photography™

www.danaydesign.com

24 x 18     $60.

18 x 24     $60.18 x 24     $60.
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DPH-1  Artist’s Palette 

16 x 28     $62.

 DPH-158 Sailboat Docked

24 x 18     $60.

 DPH-157  Heron Stalking

24 x 18     $60.

Each image illicits the senses to experience a feeling so real it is as if

you were taking the photo yourself.  It is much like seeing a lemon and

feeling your mouth pucker at the thought of sinking your teeth into it.

Nature scenes speak volumes of the beauty that exists and reminds us

that there is more than the seeming dullness of a difficult moment. 



 DPH-144 Afternoon Shadows DPH-147 Manatee In Springs

      Dänay Photography™

www.danaydesign.com

24 x 18     $60.24 x 18     $60.
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 DPH-155 Honeymoon Beach 3

18 x 24     $60.

 DPH-166  Sea Oats

24 x 18     $60.

 DPH-175 Sea Grape Leaves

18 x 24     $60.  DPH-123 Boy On Beach

 DPH-124 Catamaran

24 x 13     $43.

24 x 18     $60.

The ocean represents an allure of something so big and mysterious.
Some people are afraid of it but can still acknowledge the beauty of it.
It is a fact that more people plan vacations to tropical regions and islands
because of the feelings that are conjured by the thought of an ocean breeze
or water splashing their                                  ankles.  Water is a healer.
Whether you are sitting                                 beside it or playing in it,  much
pleasure is associated                                       with it.  Bring some warm
beachy scenes into                                                        areas that are cold
and hard to add to                                                the comfort value of an area.



 DPH-177 Field of Pink

 DPH-179 Red Dragonfly

 DPH-182  Ibis

 DPH-184 Red Maple Seeds

   Dänay Photography™
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24 x 18     $60.

24 x 18     $60.

18 x 24     $60.

18 x 24     $60.
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 DPH-172  Purple Globes

24 x 18     $60.

There is so much we do not get to see with the naked eye.  When the
shutter goes off on a close up, the excitement of seeing the details of
an object kicks in.  Something generally overlooked, such as a maple
seed can be spectacular when you observe the veins leading to the lobe
of the seed.  It is a great distraction to marvel at something unusual or to
discover something you’ve never seen close up.  It’s truly defying of words.

DPH-13  Fresh PinkDPH-13  Fresh Pink

13 x 24     $43.



 DPH-186  Contemplation

 DPH-191  Stunning Array
 DPH-194  Falls

     Dänay Photography™
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30 x 16      $67.
24 x 18    $60.

18 x 24     $60.
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 DPH-197 Virginia Mountain Deer

18 x 24     $60.

 DPH-199  Resting Place

13 x 24     $43.

Take these five photos and describe in one word what comes to mind.

Does anything negative come to mind?  Or has the camera captured

the essence of scenes that positive and either relaxing or stimulating?

Using appropriate photos in the healthcare environment can add to

any theme with realistic images that have the power to transport us

away from anxiety to a distant place of hope, serenity and better able

to trust in the process.



www.danaydesign.com

 DPH-30 Palm Shadows 1  DPH-31 Palm Shadows 2

 DPH-32 Palm Shadows 3

18 x 24     $60.

24 x 18     $60.24 x 18     $60.

     email:           (863) 868-6908info@danaydesign.com www.danaydesign.com

         Dänay Photography™

 DPH-67 Ancient Stone Wall  DPH-2  Boardwalk 

24 x 18     $60. 24 x 18     $60.

Another level of photography deals with form and textures.  We love
these images because of the design aspect of the shapes within them.  
This is great stuff for corporate areas where you want to make a strong 
statement.  Abstracts are used a lot in these areas, but form offers structure
and can be influential and compelling.
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